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Al Ain University of Science and Technology embraces Spanish
students for intensive courses

In the context of promoting international academy and positioning it at a high epistemic standard
in Al Ain University of Science and Technology’s relations with prestigious institutions, the

university embraced student delegation of the Spanish college of an international business
graduate (GLOBAL BUSINESS SCHOOL) ESCULA DE FINANZAS in a two-week visit. The aim

of the student delegation’s visit is to introduce them to the economy and methods of
international business in UAE within an intensive course in the curriculum of the master

students.

And the Spanish delegation was greeted at the Abu Dhabi campus by Professor AbdelHafid
Belarbi, AAU Vice President, and Dr. Samir Al-Barghouti, Deputy Dean of the College of

Business Administration, and a number of professors and students.

The course contents have been distributed to 25 hours, where a number of college professors
presented the UAE economy as being active in bringing different economic sectors together,
moreover,  they presented to them the characteristics of the markets’ structures and gave an



analytical study of the strengths and opportunities in the UAE economy. Hence, came along the
discussion of the art of negotiation and cultural characteristics of the client and economic means
of executing businesses locally and logistically, in accordance with the applicable UAE customs.

They have also been introduced to the construction sector that shows real and laudable UAE
companies, the international tenders and their policies. Finally, a study on the reality of human

resources and management techniques for building a knowledgeable society in the efforts of the
UAE through upgrading the economy to meet the challenges of the rapid development of the

information technology sector with the beginning of the 21st century.

Professor AbdelHafid Belarbi expressed his delight for hosting the student of Spanish
delegation, adding that the university would remain open for such cognitive and valuable visits.

And Ms. Monica Edrira, head of the delegation of the student, showed her utmost satisfaction
upon the successful scientific visit to Al Ain University that generously conducted field trips for

the students to various construction sites of Abu Dhabi, as well as visiting the city’s spectacular
tourist attractions. They are also pleased for the kind Arabic hospitality which they have been

receiving throughout the visit. And for their part, the members of the student delegation are
impressed with the amazing development of the UAE, and expressed their gratitude to Al Ain

University of Science and Technology in their amplification for the scientific and educational
opportunities received and for their nice treatment.
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